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there when it went from an incredibly

violent place to one that was much

touted as a sign of progress. … I’ve al-touted as a sign of progress. … I’ve al-

ways thought about that intersectionways thought about that intersection

of one’s personal relationship to theof one’s personal relationship to the

war that they’ve been in and how poli-war that they’ve been in and how poli-

cy seems to be going at the time — thecy seems to be going at the time — the

kind of fog of uncertainty you operatekind of fog of uncertainty you operate

under in complex environments.under in complex environments.

If you’re a special operator doingIf you’re a special operator doing

a raid, that seems like a very cleana raid, that seems like a very clean

and clear narrative. There’s a badand clear narrative. There’s a bad

guy, and we’re gonna go get them, and then theguy, and we’re gonna go get them, and then the

world is going to be a better place. If you’re doingworld is going to be a better place. If you’re doing

counterinsurgency, though — the sort that a lot ofcounterinsurgency, though — the sort that a lot of

folks were doing in 2007 — it meant a lot of messyfolks were doing in 2007 — it meant a lot of messy

political bargains. You were operating with thepolitical bargains. You were operating with the

understanding that simple violence could neverunderstanding that simple violence could never

actually fix the problem, that you needed to haveactually fix the problem, that you needed to have

stable political settlements that would enablestable political settlements that would enable

some kind of growing peace within the region. Butsome kind of growing peace within the region. But

the nature of that means that you don’t have any …the nature of that means that you don’t have any …

clear ideas about the choices that you’re making.clear ideas about the choices that you’re making.

Missionaries is a novel where those debatesMissionaries is a novel where those debates

about military tactics and strategies are closelyabout military tactics and strategies are closely

related to the moral choices and worldview ofrelated to the moral choices and worldview of

the characters who are operating within thethe characters who are operating within the

frameworks. It was important to me to drama-frameworks. It was important to me to drama-

tize both.tize both.

Documented war narratives go back thousands ofDocumented war narratives go back thousands of

years. Has the asymmetry of modern warfare set ayears. Has the asymmetry of modern warfare set a

darker tone for how people write about it?darker tone for how people write about it?

Modern literary fiction, especially 20th-centuryModern literary fiction, especially 20th-centuryModern literary fiction, especially 20th-centuryModern literary fiction, especially 20th-centuryModern literary fiction, especially 20th-century

literary fiction … tends to focus on the horrific as-literary fiction … tends to focus on the horrific as-literary fiction … tends to focus on the horrific as-

pects of the war. But The Iliad is a brutal piece ofpects of the war. But The Iliad is a brutal piece ofpects of the war. But The Iliad is a brutal piece of

work. And if you read Renaissance or late medievalwork. And if you read Renaissance or late medievalwork. And if you read Renaissance or late medieval

accounts of war, some of them are absolutely hor-accounts of war, some of them are absolutely hor-

rific. It’s just that they also tend to uphold more sortrific. It’s just that they also tend to uphold more sortrific. It’s just that they also tend to uphold more sort

of honor or glory that can be won in war, and that isof honor or glory that can be won in war, and that isof honor or glory that can be won in war, and that is

something that, particularly since the First Worldsomething that, particularly since the First World

War, literary folks tend to be more skeptical of.War, literary folks tend to be more skeptical of.War, literary folks tend to be more skeptical of.War, literary folks tend to be more skeptical of.

But then you’ll find George Gascoigne, the En-But then you’ll find George Gascoigne, the En-

glish poet, who wrote about broken sleep, dreadfulglish poet, who wrote about broken sleep, dreadful

dreams, murdered innocence. … Nonetheless, he’sdreams, murdered innocence. … Nonetheless, he’s

quite proud of his service in war.quite proud of his service in war.quite proud of his service in war.

I think capturing both sides is veryI think capturing both sides is very

important. That’s one of the reasonsimportant. That’s one of the reasons

I wanted to write a book about peo-I wanted to write a book about peo-

ple who are professionals in war,ple who are professionals in war,

who are well aware of the horrific as-who are well aware of the horrific as-

pects, but who do find value in theirpects, but who do find value in their

work and feel it’s important andwork and feel it’s important and

challenging and morally bruising —challenging and morally bruising —

but nonetheless morally important.but nonetheless morally important.

And that comes with the kind ofAnd that comes with the kind of

decisions that get thrust upon themdecisions that get thrust upon them

within the context of asymmetricwithin the context of asymmetric

wars, because that’s what we’re dealing with in …wars, because that’s what we’re dealing with in …

these wars where we have tremendous techno-these wars where we have tremendous techno-

logical capabilities.logical capabilities.

It’s very easy for them to reach into rural areasIt’s very easy for them to reach into rural areas

and kill somebody … to project violence from afar.and kill somebody … to project violence from afar.

But oftentimes, that violence is being projectedBut oftentimes, that violence is being projected

into local regions where there are very complexinto local regions where there are very complex

social structures and power structures that wesocial structures and power structures that we

often don’t fully understand, so what happensoften don’t fully understand, so what happens

is you pick out one actor and there is a sort ofis you pick out one actor and there is a sort of

reshuffling of the deck of cards in terms of powerreshuffling of the deck of cards in terms of power

and that leads to new threats. That is kind of aand that leads to new threats. That is kind of a

pivot point in my novel, an event that ultimatelypivot point in my novel, an event that ultimately

brings all the characters that I created together,brings all the characters that I created together,

an example of existing in the consequences of anan example of existing in the consequences of an

act of violence that sort of breeds second- andact of violence that sort of breeds second- and

third-order consequences of great importance.third-order consequences of great importance.

What advice would you give for someone who wantsWhat advice would you give for someone who wants

to write vividly and efficiently about the militaryto write vividly and efficiently about the military

experience?experience?

Read voraciously. The more you read, andRead voraciously. The more you read, and

especially the more that you read outside ofespecially the more that you read outside of

your comfort zone, [the more you can] look atyour comfort zone, [the more you can] look at

yourself from the outside in a way that’s very,yourself from the outside in a way that’s very,

very helpful. Don’t just read military memoirs.very helpful. Don’t just read military memoirs.

Read everything. I read a lot of poetry and tryRead everything. I read a lot of poetry and try

to stay very attuned to language. And there’sto stay very attuned to language. And there’s

nothing better than poetry to help you pay closenothing better than poetry to help you pay close

attention to what you can do with rhythm andattention to what you can do with rhythm and

tone and syntax to try and express something astone and syntax to try and express something as

deeply, as viscerally as possible.deeply, as viscerally as possible.

— By Tony Ware, a military culture and

entertainment reporterentertainment reporter

‘If you’re
doingdoing

counter-counter-
insurgency,insurgency,

though — thethough — the
sort that a lotsort that a lot
of folks wereof folks were

doing in 2007doing in 2007
— it meant a— it meant a
lot of messylot of messy

politicalpolitical
bargains.’bargains.’

Author PhilAuthor Phil
Klay took thisKlay took this
photo whilephoto while
driving throughdriving through
Ramadi, Iraq,Ramadi, Iraq,
during hisduring his
deploymentdeployment
there.there.
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Press, 2021), directly challenges

the hero worship of Robert E. Lee,

the myth of the Confederacy’s Lostthe myth of the Confederacy’s Lost

Cause, and the Civil War’s continu-Cause, and the Civil War’s continu-

ing toxic influence on racism anding toxic influence on racism and

white supremacy even today. Seid-white supremacy even today. Seid-

ule asserts that Lee may have beenule asserts that Lee may have been

a great general, but he was also aa great general, but he was also a

traitor, and that the Confederacy’straitor, and that the Confederacy’s

sole reasons for waging war againstsole reasons for waging war against

the U.S. were to preserve slaverythe U.S. were to preserve slavery

and white supremacy in the South,and white supremacy in the South,

despite claims of states’ rights.despite claims of states’ rights.

Seidule grew up in the South. HeSeidule grew up in the South. He

was raised to believe in the righ-was raised to believe in the righ-

teousness of Southern culture, glori-teousness of Southern culture, glori-

fy the Confederacy, and revere Lee.fy the Confederacy, and revere Lee.fy the Confederacy, and revere Lee.

“The purpose of the [Lost Cause] myth was to“The purpose of the [Lost Cause] myth was to

create a system of racial hierarchy and white su-create a system of racial hierarchy and white su-

premacy through terror, law, disenfranchisement,premacy through terror, law, disenfranchisement,

and Confederate memorialization,” Seidule toldand Confederate memorialization,” Seidule told

Military Officer inMilitary Officer in

an interview con-an interview con-

ducted over email.ducted over email.

As the formerAs the former

head of the historyhead of the historyhead of the history

department at thedepartment at the

U.S. Military Acad-U.S. Military Acad-U.S. Military Acad-

emy at West Point,emy at West Point,

Seidule knowsSeidule knows

“history is danger-“history is danger-“history is danger-

ous” and that “ifous” and that “if

someone challengessomeone challengessomeone challenges

a sacred myth, thea sacred myth, thea sacred myth, the

reaction can be fe-reaction can be fe-

rocious.”rocious.”

Seidule’s book is part history, part memoir, andSeidule’s book is part history, part memoir, andSeidule’s book is part history, part memoir, and

part social commentary. He took a principled riskpart social commentary. He took a principled riskpart social commentary. He took a principled riskpart social commentary. He took a principled risk

publishing it; he retired from the Army to allowpublishing it; he retired from the Army to allowpublishing it; he retired from the Army to allow

himself the freedom to say what he really thinks.himself the freedom to say what he really thinks.himself the freedom to say what he really thinks.

“I had to be honest about my past,” Seidule said.“I had to be honest about my past,” Seidule said.

This is not revisionist or apologetic history; rath-This is not revisionist or apologetic history; rath-

er, it is an eye-opening, provocative revelation.”er, it is an eye-opening, provocative revelation.”

Seidule’s basic premises are these: That LeeSeidule’s basic premises are these: That Lee

committed treason when he resigned his commis-committed treason when he resigned his commis-

sion in the Army to fight against the U.S. and thesion in the Army to fight against the U.S. and the

Constitution and that “the Confed-Constitution and that “the Confed-

erates chose slavery and treasonerates chose slavery and treasonerates chose slavery and treason

over nation.” He is unsparing in hisover nation.” He is unsparing in his

criticism of Lee, revealing the Vir-criticism of Lee, revealing the Vir-criticism of Lee, revealing the Vir-

ginian to be an unrepentant racist,ginian to be an unrepentant racist,

even refusing to acknowledge theeven refusing to acknowledge the

South lost the war.South lost the war.

As a history professor, SeiduleAs a history professor, SeiduleAs a history professor, Seidule

then explored how and why thethen explored how and why the

myth of the Lost Cause and Lee’smyth of the Lost Cause and Lee’smyth of the Lost Cause and Lee’s

hero worship gained strength afterhero worship gained strength afterhero worship gained strength after

the war. He examines the post-the war. He examines the post-

war growth of white supremacistwar growth of white supremacistwar growth of white supremacist

feelings, the Ku Klux Klan, and thefeelings, the Ku Klux Klan, and the

institutionalized reign of terror ininstitutionalized reign of terror in

the South, fueled by ex-Confederatethe South, fueled by ex-Confederate

generals. He also describes howgenerals. He also describes how

Reconstruction-era “Redeemers” seized state gov-Reconstruction-era “Redeemers” seized state gov-

ernment control and “rewrote state constitutionsernment control and “rewrote state constitutions

to exclude Black people and used terror campaigns,to exclude Black people and used terror campaigns,

Jim Crow segregation laws … to enforce and en-Jim Crow segregation laws … to enforce and en-

sconce white political power for generations.”sconce white political power for generations.”

Seidule also examines why the Army named soSeidule also examines why the Army named so

many posts after Confederate officers.many posts after Confederate officers.

Seidule notes only one low-level Confederate of-Seidule notes only one low-level Confederate of-

ficer was hanged as a war criminal, but Gen. Georgeficer was hanged as a war criminal, but Gen. Georgeficer was hanged as a war criminal, but Gen. George

Pickett summarily executed 22 U.S. soldiers andPickett summarily executed 22 U.S. soldiers and

was never charged. He also reveals that Lee waswas never charged. He also reveals that Lee waswas never charged. He also reveals that Lee waswas never charged. He also reveals that Lee was

indicted for treason after the war, but never prose-indicted for treason after the war, but never prose-

cuted, and the reasons why are stunning.cuted, and the reasons why are stunning.

When asked what surprised him most duringWhen asked what surprised him most during

his research, Seidule replied, “The war crimeshis research, Seidule replied, “The war crimes

committed by the Confederates. The brilliance ofcommitted by the Confederates. The brilliance of

Grant. Lee’s continued racism after the war. HeGrant. Lee’s continued racism after the war. He

testified to Congress that all Black people in Vir-testified to Congress that all Black people in Vir-

ginia should be expelled from the state.”ginia should be expelled from the state.”

Seidule continued, “We will continue to haveSeidule continued, “We will continue to have

reckoning after reckoning because we have notreckoning after reckoning because we have not

dealt with our past honestly — not with slavery, notdealt with our past honestly — not with slavery, notdealt with our past honestly — not with slavery, notdealt with our past honestly — not with slavery, not

with segregation, not with white supremacy. Rac-with segregation, not with white supremacy. Rac-

ism is our eternal pandemic.”ism is our eternal pandemic.”ism is our eternal pandemic.”

His book is an honest appraisal of an uncomfort-His book is an honest appraisal of an uncomfort-His book is an honest appraisal of an uncomfort-

able history. Like Billy Mitchell, Seidule is trying toable history. Like Billy Mitchell, Seidule is trying toable history. Like Billy Mitchell, Seidule is trying toable history. Like Billy Mitchell, Seidule is trying to

do the right thing.do the right thing.

— By Col. Bill Bushnell, USMC (Ret), Military— By Col. Bill Bushnell, USMC (Ret), Military

Officer’s book reviewerOfficer’s book reviewerOfficer’s book reviewer

‘If someone‘If someone
challenges achallenges a
sacred myth,sacred myth,
the reactionthe reaction

can becan be
ferocious.’ferocious.’

This
lithographlithograph
depictsdepicts
Robert E. LeeRobert E. Lee
surrenderingsurrendering
to Ulyssesto Ulysses
S. Grant atS. Grant at
AppomattoxAppomattox
on April 9,on April 9,
1865.1865.
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